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The real voice of Japanese students  
The 2 minute YouTube video that my students made about English 
education in Japan is available at: 
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwsZ0KiHhRg  
You can also download their reports at:  
http://www.eltnews.com/columns/mash/2010/01/the_real_voice_of_japanese_stu_1.html 
 
FOR USE IN CLASSES (if you like) 
While the video has subtitles and it is fast paced at times, students can always hit pause 
and shadow after the speaker. It could be used not only for reflection for JHS and HS 
teachers (or teachers in training), but in foreign language classrooms FOR STUDENTS 
in some of the following ways: 
  
1) simple shadowing (using the pause button) 
  
2) a lead-in to writing their foreign Language Learning Histories.   
 
3) promoting near peer role modeling (who do you agree or disagree with) 
 
4) looking at educational change in Japan and how it might be done 
 
5) discussing foreign language education in different countries 
 
6) discussing the politics of change and who is involved locally, nationally, 
internationally 
 
7) writing their own script about a topic and videoing it.  
 
8) identifying the ventriloquation of quotes (Gandhi, Obama, M. Jordon, Al Gore, and 
Japanese Proverbs) 
  
9) looking at cultural proverbs ( kotowaza) and glocalization 
 
10) looking at how advocacy and prosumerism works 
 
Feel free to send this on to other teachers or post a link on a resource  
webpage, and let me know how you might be using it. Students and teachers can also 
leave messages under the video. 
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Teaching VIDEOS  
Videos below available for free downloads at  http://nflrc.hawaii.edu/ produced by 
Univ. of Hawai’i, National Foreign Language Resource Center. 
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